
 Galatians 5 P2 

 

GETTING THE GOSPEL RIGHT (GTGR) (GAL 5:1-12) 

As discussed in previous studies, the reason Paul wrote the book of Galatians was so that the churches in that region could/would 
get the gospel right. This then is the letter’s overarching general/main theme: Getting the Gospel Right. As such, every 
principle/truth established in the letter has this as its purpose (GTGR!). This is most especially the case for those truths/principles 
dealing with the doctrine of justification, since this is at the heart of Paul’s concern for the Galatians. Through the false/heretical 
teaching of others (i.e. Peter and the Judaizers), the Galatians were under the impression that gaining justification (or a right 
standing before God) under the New Covenant required more than simple faith in Christ. It required also observing the former 
means of justification: the Old Covenant clean laws (i.e. “the works of the law”). However, such wrong views of justification 
extended beyond what a person must do to gain it. There was also heresy related to what person must do to maintain it. Though 
foreign to those preaching observance of the Old Covenant clean laws, there were nonetheless those within the Christianity of Paul’s 
day preaching that once a person had gained justification through faith in Christ, no observance of the Law to any degree, was 
necessary. Not only had the Old Covenant clean laws been replaced (or fulfilled through such faith in Christ), but so had the moral 
commands. In other words, justification gained did not need to be maintained through observance/obedience to any of God’s Laws. 
It is therefore in the direction of this gospel heresy that Paul sets his sights in chapters 5 and 6.  Having spent the last three chapters 
(2-4) explaining the superiority of the justification gained under the New Covenant (versus that gained under the Old), Paul now sets 
his sights (in 5 and 6) on how this New Covenant justification is to be maintained. The first way represents number 16 in the list of 
GTGR principles/truths established by the book.  

16. GTGR requires a proper understanding of spiritual slavery (1-12). 

 (1) = As an aspect of both GTGR and maintaining one’s justification, Paul launches into a warning against slavery (“do not submit 
again to a yoke of slavery”).  

The slavery Paul has in mind is entirely spiritual. In this case, it is the spiritual slavery of observing the OC clean laws (WOTL). 

16.1. How we know it is the OC/WOTL he is referring  to = Paul’s reference to circumcision (4x); Paul’s use of the word “slavery” to refer to the 
OC/WOTL elsewhere in the letter (e.g. 4:9-10) 

16.2. Why Paul chooses to identify it as a form of slavery (spiritual) = b/c as is common in physical slavery, it will place a heavy burden on the 
Galatians they wb unable to bear (Act 15:10), and will ultimately lead to their spiritual death (4). 

16.3. Considering the reality of spiritual death (i.e. loss of justification) = though rejected by popular theology, it is a very “clear and present 
danger” revealed throughout the bible (Deu 29:18-20; Mat 22:14, 25:29; Joh 15:6; Rom 11:19-22; Heb 3:12-14, 6:4-8, 10:26-30; Jam 5:19-20; 2Pe 
1:9, 2:20-22, 3:14-17; 2Jo 1:8). 

16.4. How what Paul is teaching relates (or is relevant) to us today (in GTGR) (Rom 15:4; 2Ti 3:16) = Just as the Galatians’ fall back into spiritual 
slavery would put them in jeopardy of forfeiting their justification gained through faith in Christ, so it with us.  In other words, maintaining our 
justification through the avoidance of those things today which will place us into spiritual slavery/bondage and ultimately lead to the loss of our 
justification (i.e. spiritual death) is just as an imperative/important a task as it was for the Galatians. It too is key to GTGR. Fortunate for us, what 
remains in the verses under this GTGR truth provide the answer to doing that very thing. [*DEFINITION OF SPIRITUAL SLAVERY =Anything that 
keeps us from being found fully committed and faithfully obedient to Jesus as our only Lord and Savior]  

16.5. How to avoid spiritual slavery (i.e. how to maintain what we have gained):   

16.5.1. By being committed to sound theology (versus popular theology) (1a).  

16.5.2. By treating as a necessity (non-negotiable) only those things that truly save (1b). 

16.5.3. By determining never to compromise (2-3).  

16.5.4. By remembering the race is not done and love for God and neighbor is how its won. 

(5-7) = These verses are in contrast to what was said about the Galatians in verse (4). It centers on what each believe will cause them 
to be accepted by God on that final day. For the Galatians who are listening to the Judaizers,  it was the OC clean laws/circumcision 
(“you who would be justified by the law”). For Paul however, it justification gained by faith (5 – “For…by faith we ourselves eagerly 
await the hope of righteousness.” 6 – “For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision nor un-circumcision counts for anything, but only 
faith…”) and maintained through the faithful performance of Spirit-empowered acts of love for God and neighbor (5 – “For through 
the Spirit…we ourselves eagerly wait…”= through the power of the Spirit; v16; Rom 8:4, 13; Luk 24:49 w/Act 1:8; Rom 15:13; 1Co 
2:4)( 6 – “neither…counts for anything, but only faith working…” = faith accompanied by works/deeds; Jam 2:20-26; “…through 
love” = love for God and neighbor; the two greatest commandments and where we are commanded to direct our love throughout 
Scripture –Mat 22:36-39 ). This too (then) was the awful result of the Galatians’ current move into spiritual slavery. By focusing on 
the OC clean laws, they were missing what they should have legitimately been concerned about: the future1! In other words, what 
needed to consume their time was not more things related to gaining their justification (i.e. the OC clean laws which did not “count 

                                                           
1 Notice again verse 5, Paul sees “righteousness” as something still future. This at the very least implies that just b/c we gain justification (or righteousness) the 
moment we express faith in Christ, it is not a done deal (i.e. the race is not done)! 



for anything”) but instead things related to maintaining it – which (again) was the faithful performance of Spirit-empowered acts of 
love for God and neighbor. The race (for the heavenly prize) was not done (Phi 3:12-15)! With this in mind consider: 

16.5.4.1. How we know that Paul’s mention of Spirit-empowered acts of love for God and neighbor is in regard to 
maintaining their (already gained) justification =  four ways: (one) it cannot be related to gaining justification (since that is 
only by faith alone in Christ alone – 2:16; Rom 3:28); (two) by deduction this is the only viable option available (since 
anything works/merit-based is a contradiction to the first point and the testimony of Scripture-Luk 5:21); (three) covenantal 
nomism is the redemptive pattern taught throughout Scripture (e.g. Exo 24:7-8 w/Deu 27:9-10 w/28:9; 1Pe 1:2 w/2Pe 1:5-
11 ); (four) by considering the outcome for those who refuse to do so (16-21 =  though already justified and possessing the 
Spirit as proof -3:2, unless maintained w/the help of the Spirit, future justification would not be realized. In other words, 
their wait would no longer be for the hope of righteousness –but instead the dread of condemnation – Heb 10:36-39).  

16.5.4.2. What love for God and neighbor looks like = obedience to God’s moral commands – those found in the OT! (v13-
14; Rom 13:8-10; 1Jo 5:1-3). 

16.5.4.3. How this relates to us (today) = the race is not done for us either! Like the Galatians who had already gained their 
justification (by faith), we now need to focus on maintaining that justification through love for God and our neighbor (i.e. 
through obedience to all of God’s commands). In other words, we need to run to win (1Co 9:24-27). 

16.5.5. By responding to such spiritual threats according to God’s prescription.  

(7-12) = In these verses, Paul exercises a “no holds barred”, “go for the jugular” approach to those pestering the Galatians. As such, 
this is the place to go if one wishes to understand just how serious Paul viewed the threat of spiritual slavery! These verses however 
are more than just an expression of Paul’s utter distaste for the Judaizers. They are God inspired words meant to teach us the God 
prescribed response to such threats:  

 16.5.5.1. IDENTIFICATION (of the spiritual threat/sin)  

(7) = The first response is to identify who/what is attempting to hinder/hamper our winning pace by placing upon our path 
those things which are/will become obstacles of enslavement. This first step requires transparency/honesty with ourselves 
and an unwillingness to hide/protect the guilty party – no matter who they are (e.g. Paul in re: to Peter -2:11-14 Deu 13:6-
9). 

 16.5.5.2. RECOGNITION (of its Satanic origin)  

(8) = The biggest reason people have problems carrying out the first step (identifying the spiritual threat - especially when it 
is a person) is b/c they fail recognize (or accept) what Paul is now making very clear: anything/anyone who attempts to 
persuade us in the direction of sin or spiritually enslave us is not being led by God. They are instead under the influence of 
Satan. Recognition therefore of this as its (or their) origin goes a long way since it should immediately change our former 
loyalties to that person or thing (2Co 6:15).     

16.5.5.3. REALIZATION (of the spiritual threat/sin’s DNA to spread)  

(9) =  As it related to the Galatians, Paul knew that if he did not completely eradicate the WOTL heresy infecting their 
church bodies, it would eventually plague all its members. And that because this is the nature (the DNA) of all sin/spiritual 
threats. Like cancer or other disease (e.g. gangrene), all spiritual threats/sin will spread if not completely removed from the 
body/person. It is therefore also important that we realize this to be its satanic design and take action – both corporately 
and individually (1Co 5:7; 2Ti 2:7; Heb 12:15; 2Co 10: 4 w/Eph 4:27 –“opportunity” = foothold; position from which further 
progress can be made). 

 16.5.5.4. CONDEMNATION (of the spiritual threat/sin)  

(10, 12) = These verses reveal not only that such spiritual threats/sin should be condemned, but that such action should 
involve two things: discipline (“the one who is troubling you will bear the penalty, whoever he is” = receive the necessary 
punishment ) and its concomitant effect, loss (“I wish those who unsettle you would emasculate themselves” = go beyond 
circumcision to castration – the loss of procreation). That Paul is indeed speaking to these two things is confirmed by the 
forthcoming instruction on restoration (an act that itself implies loss) in (6:1-5). What this looks like when the spiritual 
threat/sin is not a person but a thing is addressed by Jesus in (Mat 5:29-30). Notice, though dealing with a thing/habit it 
nonetheless still contains both elements of condemnation: discipline (radical measures against our sin) and loss (the 
removal of what is causing our sin).   

 16.5.5.5. CONFIRMATION (of what/who is righteous)  

(11) = Paul was aware of how common it is for all of us to want to blame/condemn the person(s) who brought the spiritual 
threat/sin to our attention as either a hypocrite (hence his proof of not preaching circumcision –“If I brothers still preach 
circumcision, why am I still being persecuted?” = My persecution is due to the fact that I do not practice such things) or 
petty (hence his reference to what is actually at stake – “In that case, the offense of the cross has been removed” =  This is 
about GTGR!). Therefore, as the final response to such spiritual threats/sin, it is imperative that we also confirm (and are 
thankful for) those who stand on the side of the Lord and love us enough to “snatch us from the fire” (Jud 23) and “save our 
souls” from the certain death spiritual slavery brings (Jam 5:19-20).  

   


